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Python Programming, 3/e

Exception Handling

• In the quadratic program, we used decision structures to avoid 
taking the square root of a negative number, thus avoiding a run-
time error.

• This is true for many programs: decision structures are used to 
protect against rare but possible errors.



Python Programming, 3/e

Exception Handling

• In the quadratic example, we checked the data before calling sqrt. 
Sometimes functions will check for errors and return a special value 
to indicate the operation was unsuccessful.

• E.g., a different square root operation might return a –1 to indicate 
an error (since square roots are never negative, we know this value 
will be unique).



Python Programming, 3/e

Exception Handling

• discRt = otherSqrt(b*b - 4*a*c)
if discRt < 0:
    print("No real roots.“)
else:
    ...

• Sometimes programs get so many checks for special cases that the 
algorithm becomes hard to follow.

• Programming language designers have come up with a mechanism 
called exception handling to solve this design problem.



Python Programming, 3/e

Exception Handling

• The programmer can write code that catches and deals with errors 
that arise while the program is running, i.e., “Do these steps, and if 
any problem crops up, handle it this way.”

• This approach obviates the need to do explicit checking at each step 
in the algorithm.
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Exception Handling
import math 

def quadratic5():
    print ("This program finds the real solutions to a quadratic\n")

    try:
        a = float(input("Enter coefficient a: "))
        b = float(input("Enter coefficient b: "))
        c = float(input("Enter coefficient c: "))
        discRoot = math.sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c)
        root1 = (-b + discRoot) / (2 * a)
        root2 = (-b - discRoot) / (2 * a)
        print("\nThe solutions are:", root1, root2)
    except ValueError:
        print("\nNo real roots")
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Exception Handling

• The try statement has the following form:
try:

<body>
except <ErrorType>:

<handler>
• When Python encounters a try statement, it attempts to execute 

the statements inside the body.

• If there is no error, control passes to the next statement after the 
try…except.
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Exception Handling

• If an error occurs while executing the body, Python looks for an 
except clause with a matching error type. If one is found, the 
handler code is executed.

• The original program generated this error with a negative 
discriminant:
Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "Textbook\code\chapter3\quadratic.py", line 21, in -toplevel-main()
  File "Textbook\code\chapter3\quadratic.py", line 14, in main
    discRoot = math.sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c)
ValueError: math domain error
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Exception Handling

• The last line, “ValueError: math domain error”, indicates 
the specific type of error.

• Here’s the new code in action:
This program finds the real solutions to a quadratic

Enter coefficient a: 1

Enter coefficient b: 1

Enter coefficient c: 1

No real roots
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Exception Handling

• Instead of crashing, the exception handler prints a message 
indicating that there are no real roots.

• The try…except can be used to catch any kind of error and 
provide for a graceful exit.

• A single try statement can have multiple except clauses.
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Exception Handling
import math 

def quadratic6():
    print("This program finds the real solutions to a quadratic\n")

    try:
        a = float(input("Enter coefficient a: "))
        b = float(input("Enter coefficient b: "))
        c = float(input("Enter coefficient c: "))
        discRoot = math.sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c)
        root1 = (-b + discRoot) / (2 * a)
        root2 = (-b - discRoot) / (2 * a)
        print("\nThe solutions are:", root1, root2 )
    except ValueError as excObj:
        if str(excObj) == "math domain error":
            print("No Real Roots")
        else:
            print("Invalid coefficient given.")
    except:
        print("\nSomething went wrong, sorry!")
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Exception Handling

• The multiple excepts act like elifs. If an error occurs, Python 
will try each except looking for one that matches the type of 
error.

• The bare except at the bottom acts like an else and catches any 
errors without a specific match.

• If there was no bare except at the end and none of the except 
clauses match, the program would still crash and report an error.
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Exception Handling

• Exceptions themselves are a type of object.

• If you follow the error type with an identifier in an except clause, 
Python will assign to that identifier the actual exception object.
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Study in Design: Max of Three

• Now that we have decision structures, we can solve more 
complicated programming problems. The downside is that writing 
these programs becomes harder!

• Suppose we need an algorithm to find the largest of three numbers.
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Study in Design: Max of Three

def main():

    x1, x2, x3 = eval(input("Please enter three values: "))

    # missing code sets max to the value of the largest

    print("The largest value is", maxval)
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All
• This looks like a three-way decision, where we need to execute one 

of the following:
maxval = x1
maxval = x2
maxval = x3

• All we need to do now is preface each one of these with the right 
condition!
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All
• Let’s look at the case where x1 is the largest.

• if x1 >= x2 >= x3:
    maxval = x1

• Is this syntactically correct?
• Many languages would not allow this compound condition
• Python does allow it, though. It’s equivalent to

x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3.
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All
• Whenever you write a decision, there are two crucial questions:

1. When the condition is true, is executing the body of the decision the 
right action to take?
• x1 is at least as large as x2 and x3, so assigning maxval to x1 is OK.

• Always pay attention to borderline values!!
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All

2. Secondly, ask the converse of the first question, namely, are we certain 
that this condition is true in all cases where x1 is the max?
• Suppose the values are 5, 2, and 4.
• Clearly, x1 is the largest, but does x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 hold?
• We don’t really care about the relative ordering of x2 and x3, so we can make two 

separate tests: x1 >= x2 and x1 >= x3.
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All
• We can separate these conditions with and!
if x1 >= x2 and x1 >= x3:

    maxval = x1

elif x2 >= x1 and x2 >= x3:

    maxval = x2

else:

    maxval = x3

• We’re comparing each possible value against all the others to 
determine which one is largest.
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Strategy 1:
Compare Each to All
• What would happen if we were trying to find the max of five 

values?

• We would need four Boolean expressions, each consisting of four 
conditions anded together.

• Yuck!
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Strategy 2: Decision Tree

• We can avoid the redundant tests of the previous algorithm using a 
decision tree approach.

• Suppose we start with x1 >= x2. This knocks either x1 or x2 
out of contention to be the max.

• If the conidition is true, we need to see which is larger, x1 or x3.
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Strategy 2: Decision Tree

if x1 >= x2:
   if x1 >= x3:
      maxval = x1
   else:
      maxval = x3
else:
   if x2 >= x3:
      maxval = x2
   else
      maxval = x3
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Strategy 2: Decision Tree
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Strategy 2: Decision Tree

• This approach makes exactly two comparisons, regardless of the 
ordering of the original three variables.

• However, this approach is more complicated than the first. To find 
the max of four values you’d need if-elses nested three levels 
deep with eight assignment statements!
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Processing
• How would you solve the problem?

• You could probably look at three numbers and just know which is 
the largest. But what if you were given a list of a hundred numbers?
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Processing
• How would you solve the problem?

• You could probably look at three numbers and just know which is 
the largest. But what if you were given a list of a hundred numbers?

• One strategy is to scan through the list looking for a big number. 
When one is found, mark it, and continue looking. If you find a 
larger value, mark it, erase the previous mark, and continue 
looking.
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Processing
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Processing
• This idea can easily be translated into Python.

maxval = x1

if x2 > maxval:

    maxval = x2

if x3 > maxval:

    maxval = x3
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Programming
• This process is repetitive and lends itself to using a loop.

• We prompt the user for a number, we compare it to our current 
max, if it is larger, we update the max value, repeat.
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Strategy 3:
Sequential Programming
#   Finds the maximum of a series of numbers

def maxn():
    n = int(input("How many numbers are there? "))
    
    # Set max to be the first value
    max = float(input("Enter a number >> "))
    
    # Now compare the n-1 successive values
    for i in range(n-1): 
        x = float(input("Enter a number >> "))
        if x > max:
            max = x

    print("The largest value is", max)
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Strategy 4:
Use Python
• Python has a built-in function called max that returns the largest of 

its parameters.

def main():
    x1, x2, x3 = eval(input("Please enter three values: "))
    print("The largest value is", max(x1, x2, x3))
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Some Lessons

• There’s usually more than one way to solve a problem.
• Don’t rush to code the first idea that pops out of your head. Think about 

the design and ask if there’s a better way to approach the problem.
• Your first task is to find a correct algorithm. After that, strive for clarity, 

simplicity, efficiency, scalability, and elegance.
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Some Lessons

• Be the computer.
• One of the best ways to formulate an algorithm is to ask yourself how you 

would solve the problem.

• This straightforward approach is often simple, clear, and efficient enough.
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Some Lessons

• Generality is good.
• Consideration of a more general problem can lead to a better solution for 

some special case.

• If the max of n program is just as easy to write as the max of three, write 
the more general program because it’s more likely to be useful in other 
situations.
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Some Lessons

• Don’t reinvent the wheel.
• If the problem you’re trying to solve is one that lots of other people have 

encountered, find out if there’s already a solution for it!
• As you learn to program, designing programs from scratch is a great 

experience!
• Truly expert programmers know when to use a library.
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Objectives

• To understand the concept of objects and how they can be used to 
simplify programs.

• To be familiar with the various objects available in the textbook's 
graphics library.

• To be able to create objects in programs and call appropriate 
methods to perform graphical computations.

• To understand the fundamental concepts of computer graphics, 
especially the role of coordinate systems and coordinate 
transformations.

Python Programming, 3/e *



Overview

• Each data type can represent a certain set of values, and each had a 
set of associated operations.

• The traditional programming view is that data is passive – it’s 
manipulated and combined with active operations.
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Overview

• Modern computer programs are built using an object-oriented 
approach.

• Most applications you’re familiar with have Graphical User 
Interfaces (GUI) that provide windows, icons, buttons and menus.

• There’s a graphics library (graphics.py) written specifically to 
go with this book. It’s based on Tkinter.
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The Object of Objects

• Basic idea – view a complex system as the interaction of simpler 
objects. An object is a sort of active data type that combines data 
and operations.

• Objects know stuff (contain data) and they can do stuff (have 
operations).

• Objects interact by sending each other messages.
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The Object of Objects

• Suppose we want to develop a data processing system for a college 
or university.

• We must keep records on students who attend the school. Each 
student will be represented as an object.
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The Object of Objects

• The student object would contain data like:

Python Programming, 3/e *



The Object of Objects

• The student object would contain data like:
• Name

• ID number

• Courses taken

• Campus Address

• Home Address

• GPA

• Etc.
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The Object of Objects

• The student object should also respond to requests.

• We may want to send out a campus-wide mailing, so we’d need a 
campus address for each student.

• We could send the printCampusAddress to each student object. 
When the student object receives the message, it prints its own 
address.
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Object of Objects

• Objects may refer to other objects.

• Each course might be represented by an object:
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Object of Objects

• Objects may refer to other objects.

• Each course might be represented by an object:
• Instructor

• Student roster

• Prerequisite courses

• When and where the class meets

Python Programming, 3/e *



Object of Objects

• Sample course operations
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Object of Objects

• Sample course operations
• addStudent

• delStudent

• changeRoom

• Etc.

Python Programming, 3/e *
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Simple Graphics Programming

• This chapter uses the graphics.py library supplied with the 
supplemental materials.

• Two location choices
• In Python’s Lib directory with other libraries

• In the same folder as your graphics program

• (I've put it in the lectureExamples repository)

• With jupyter, the graphics window pops up separately, but is still 
usable
• This probably wouldn't work if you run jupyter remotely and connect via 

port forwarding...
Python Programming, 3/e *



Simple Graphics Programming

• Since this is a library, we need to import the graphics commands
>>> import graphics

• A graphics window is a place on the screen where the graphics will 
appear.
>>> win = graphics.GraphWin()

• This command creates a new window titled “Graphics Window.”

Python Programming, 3/e *



Simple Graphics Programming
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Simple Graphics Programming

• GraphWin is an object assigned to the variable win. We can 
manipulate the window object through this variable, similar to 
manipulating files through file variables.

• Windows can be closed/destroyed by issuing the command
>>> win.close()
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Simple Graphics Programming

• It’s tedious to use the graphics. notation to access the graphics 
library routines.

• from graphics import *
The “from” statement allows you to load specific functions from a 
library module. “*” will load all the functions, or you can list 
specific ones.

• But this makes it hard to know which module a function or class 
definition comes from!
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Simple Graphics Programming

• Doing the import this way eliminates the need to preface graphics 
commands with graphics.
>>> from graphics import *
>>> win = GraphWin()
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Simple Graphics Programming

• A graphics window is a collection of points called pixels (picture 
elements).

• The default GraphWin is 200 pixels tall by 200 pixels wide (40,000 
pixels total).

• One way to get pictures into the window is one pixel at a time, 
which would be tedious. The graphics library has a number of 
predefined routines to draw geometric shapes.
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Simple Graphics Programming

• The simplest object is the Point. 
Like points in geometry, point 
locations are represented with a 
coordinate system (x, y), where x is 
the horizontal location of the point 
and y is the vertical location.

• The origin (0,0) in a graphics 
window is the upper left corner.

• X values increase from left to right, 
y values from top to bottom.

• Lower right corner is (199, 199)

Python Programming, 3/e *
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Simple Graphics Programming

>>> p = Point(50, 60)

>>> p.getX()

50

>>> p.getY()

60

>>> win = GraphWin()

>>> p.draw(win)

>>> p2 = Point(140, 100)

>>> p2.draw(win)
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Simple Graphics Programming
>>> ### Open a graphics window
>>> win = GraphWin('Shapes')
>>> ### Draw a red circle centered at point
>>> ### (100, 100) with radius 30
>>> center = Point(100, 100)
>>> circ = Circle(center, 30)
>>> circ.setFill('red')
>>> circ.draw(win)
>>> ### Put a textual label in the center of it
>>> label = Text(center, "Red Circle")
>>> label.draw(win)
>>> ### Draw a square using a Rectangle object
>>> rect = Rectangle(Point(30, 30), Point(70, 70))
>>> rect.draw(win)
>>> ### Draw a line segment using a Line object
>>> line = Line(Point(20, 30), Point(180, 165))
>>> line.draw(win)
>>> ### Draw an oval using the Oval object
>>> oval = Oval(Point(20, 150), Point(180, 199))
>>> oval.draw(win) Python Programming, 3/e *
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Using Graphical Objects

• Computation is performed by asking an object to carry out one of 
its operations.

• In the previous example we manipulated GraphWin, Point, 
Circle, Oval, Line, Text and Rectangle. These are 
examples of classes.
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Using Graphical Objects

• Each object is an instance of some class, and the class describes the 
properties of the instance.

• If we say that Augie is a dog, we are actually saying that Augie is a 
specific individual in the larger class of all dogs. Augie is an 
instance of the dog class.
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Using Graphical Objects

• To create a new instance of a class, we use a special operation 
called a constructor.
<class-name>(<param1>, <param2>, …)

• <class-name> is the name of the class we want to create a new 
instance of, e.g. Circle or Point.

• The parameters are required to initialize the object. For example, 
Point requires two numeric values.
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Using Graphical Objects

• p = Point(50, 60)
The constructor for the Point class 
requires two parameters, the x and y 
coordinates for the point.

• These values are stored as instance 
variables inside of the object.

• Only the most relevant instance 
variables are shown (others include 
the color, window they belong to, 
etc.)
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Using Graphical Objects

• To perform an operation on an object, we send the object a message. 
The set of messages an object responds to are called the methods of 
the object.

• Methods are like functions that live inside the object.

• Methods are invoked using dot-notation:
<object>.<method-name>(<param1>, <param2>, …)
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Using Graphical Objects

• p.getX() and p.getY() returns the x and y values of the point. 
Routines like these are referred to as accessors because they allow 
us to access information from the instance variables of the object.
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Using Graphical Objects

• Other methods change the state of the object by changing the 
values of the object’s instance variables.

• move(dx, dy) moves the object dx units in the x direction and 
dy in the y direction.

• Move erases the old image and draws it in its new position. 
Methods that change the state of an object are called mutators.
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Using Graphical Objects

>>> circ = Circle(Point(100, 100), 30)
>>> win = GraphWin()
>>> circ.draw(win)

• The first line creates a circle with radius 30 centered at (100,100).

• We used the Point constructor to create a location for the 
center of the circle.

• The last line is a request to the Circle object circ to draw itself 
into the GraphWin object win.
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Using Graphical Objects

• The draw method uses 
information about the center 
and radius of the circle from 
the instance variable.
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Using Graphical Objects

• It’s possible for two different variables to refer to the same object – 
changes made to the object through one variable will be visible to 
the other.

>>> leftEye = Circle(Point(80,50), 5)
>>> leftEye.setFill('yellow')
>>> leftEye.setOutline('red')
>>> rightEye = leftEye
>>> rightEye.move(20,0)

• The idea is to create the left eye and copy that to the right eye 
which gets moved over 20 units.
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Using Graphical Objects

• The assignment rightEye = leftEye makes rightEye and 
leftEye refer to the same circle!

• The situation where two variables refer to the same object is called 
aliasing.
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Using Graphical Objects
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Using Graphical Objects

• There are two ways to get around this.

• We could make two separate circles, one for each eye:
>>> leftEye = Circle(Point(80, 50), 5)
>>> leftEye.setFill('yellow')
>>> leftEye.setOutline('red')
>>> rightEye = Circle(Point(100, 50), 5)
>>> rightEye.setFill('yellow')
>>> rightEye.setOutline('red')
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Using Graphical Objects

• The graphics library has a better solution. Graphical objects have a clone 
method that will make a copy of the object!
>>> # Correct way to create two circles, using clone
>>> leftEye = Circle(Point(80, 50), 5)
>>> leftEye.setFill('yellow')
>>> leftEye.setOutline('red')
>>> rightEye = leftEye.clone()
>>> # rightEye is an exact copy of the left
>>> rightEye.move(20, 0)

Python Programming, 3/e *
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Graphing Future Value/
Choosing Coordinates
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Graphing Future Value/
Choosing Coordinates
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Things to do...

• Readings from Textbook for next time:
• Chapter 6: Defining functions

• Practicum 5
• Practice drawing graphical objects

• Homework 2 due on 10/16
• Turn in via github classroom

• Go through code examples again
• Lecture 5

• Chapter 7

• Chapter 4

https://github.com/ling78100/lectureExamples/blob/master/lecture05final.ipynb
https://github.com/ling78100/lectureExamples/blob/master/chapter07.ipynb
https://github.com/ling78100/lectureExamples/blob/master/chapter04.ipynb


Any Questions?
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